IMPACT OF

EAST BAY
PHILANTHROPY

ALTA BATES SUMMIT
MEDICAL CENTER

At Sutter Health, we marvel at the impact our donors, leadership,
Board of Trustees, staff and volunteers have had on the communities
of the East Bay. In 2018, each of you showed deep dedication to a
philanthropic partnership that unleashes our community’s generous
spirit and turns inspiration into action.
By endowing innovative programs and cutting-edge technologies
with broad reach, local gifts make an impact every day. For instance,
philanthropy allowed Alta Bates Summit Medical Center’s neonatal

EDEN MEDICAL CENTER

$355,000+ released for:

1,950

• LINAC upgrade for the Eden
Radiation Oncology Center, treating
4,000 local cancer patients

families served by
Nurturing NICU Families,
which educates, supports
and empowers
new parents

• NICO BrainPath and Myriad
system upgrades, expanding
minimally invasive neurosurgery
to more patients
• New isolette for infants with jaundice,
ensuring timely phototherapy

3,526

As part of the Contra Costa STEMI System,
patients needing emergency cardiac care
come straight to SDMC’s state-of-the-art
Cardiology Interventional Laboratory.

803
234

patients treated

coronary interventions

SUTTER EAST BAY
MEDICAL FOUNDATION

CAROL ANN READ BREAST HEALTH PROGRAM
Philanthropy helped launch a mobile mammogram van
t o s e r v e w o m e n a c r o s s t h e E a s t B a y.

free community screening events

SUTTER DELTA
MEDICAL CENTER

• 500 bicycle helmets for local
children to support trauma
education and prevention

robotic surgeries performed
with the da Vinci Xi
Surgical System

26

intensive care unit to serve more families and Eden Medical Center
to upgrade its linear accelerator technology to advance cancer care
options. Donor gifts also helped the Carol Ann Read Breast Health
Program hold 26 mobile mammogram events across the East Bay,
including five in Grocery Outlet parking lots, to reach a broader
segment of unscreened women.
We salute everyone who helped fulfill our mission over the last
year. Here is a snapshot of some of our recent accomplishments.

146

uninsured women screened

The foundation’s Reach Out and
Read program provides
books for children’s well visits at
Bay Area pediatricians’ offices.

1,600+

books distributed in Antioch
and Brentwood

